It’s time to Kill Your File Shares!
Corporate file shares pose one of the biggest information risks to an organization. From ROT
(redundant, obsolete & trivial), to sensitive information (PII, PCI, PHI, etc.), much of the content
hidden in these large unstructured repositories creates significant litigation, regulatory, and
compliance risk. Getting control over or eliminating file shares altogether helps reduce risk and puts
companies on the path to benefit from modern cloud content services solutions.
Active Navigation and Integro have partnered to offer a best-of-breed team to help you kill your file
shares. By combining Active Navigation’s market-leading file analysis software with Integro’s award-winning
services, our team will facilitate a cost effective, secure, and efficient approach to data cleanup.
As depicted in Integro’s 5-step process,
Content Analysis and Content Cleanup
are crucial first steps to an information
governance initiative and are supported by
using a file analysis tool.

Content Analysis
•

Identification

•

Valuation

•

Dynamic clustering

•

Data mapping

These two steps allow you to:

Process Automation

Content Cleanup

•

Operational efficiencies

•

Remediate sensitive data risk

•

Microservices

•

Eliminate ROT

•

Intelligent workflow

•

Expire legacy data

•

Software as a Service

•

Improve litigation readiness

Content Enrichment

Platform Modernization

•

Intelligent migration

•

Move to cloud

•

Classification

•

Retire file shares

•

Metadata

•

Upgrade platforms

•

Machine-learning & AI

•

Decommission archives

•

Text analytics

•

Information architecture

•

design and act on policies driven by the
value of your data

•

locate and remediate files containing
sensitive information

•

plan content migration based on the
value of your data

Put an end to the practice of storing data
in random file shares scattered throughout
the company and begin formulating an
information governance initiative and
remediation plan to kill your file shares with
Active Navigation and Integro.

“File Analysis enables valuable insight for the organization by providing
improved knowledge regarding the location and usage of unstructured data,
which often accounts for nearly 80% of the data footprint for an organization.”
Gartner Market Guide for FA (2018)

Active Navigation is recognized by Gartner as a market
leader in providing unique file analysis software for
the discovery, transformation, and ongoing control of
unstructured data.

Integro is an award-winning technical consultancy
helping enterprises confront the evolving content
landscape with modern solutions for information
governance and content services.
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